
Hey there, curious kids! Imagine a world where doctors have superpowers to 
save lives and make you feel better. So, we want to tell you about Pirche - a 
fantastic technology that’s like magic for helping sick people!

You know how you have cool apps for games and fun stuff on your parents’ phones? Well, Pirche is like a super-duper 
app, but it’s for doctors! When someone needs a special treatment, like getting a new organ or fighting cancer, 
Pirche is there to help doctors make the best decisions!

Pirche uses something called “genetic typing” and “AI,” which are like secret codes and special robots working 
together! With these magical powers, Pirche can understand what makes you unique and help doctors find the 
perfect match for you.

You know how superheroes have special tools to fight bad guys? Pirche is like that for doctors! It helps them find the 
best treatment for you, so you can feel better and be with your loved ones for a long, long time!

But guess what? The best part is that Pirche cares about everyone around the world! It’s like a big family of doctors 
and scientists working together to help kids and grown-ups everywhere!

Oh, and do you know what Pirche stands for? It’s like a secret code! It’s “Predicted Indirectly 
ReCognizable HLA Epitopes.” Wow, that’s a mouthful! So, we call it “Pirche” because it’s short and easy to 
remember!

So, if you ever hear about Pirche and wonder what it does, remember this: Pirche is like a 
magical helper for doctors, making sick kids and grown-ups feel better and happy!

If you want to learn more about this incredible magic, you can ask your parents to reach 
out to Pirche through e-mail, LinkedIn, or our website’s chat function. We love answering 
questions from curious kids like you!

Keep dreaming big, little superheroes, and remember, Pirche is here to make
the world a healthier and happier place!

Discovering the Magic of PIRCHE®:
helping Doctors save lives!


